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We could describe 2021 as a year of transition, navigating the uncertainty of the

pandemic while trying to ferry ideas and visions to more stable horizons. This context

has brought with it not only considerable logistical and organisational hurdles, but also

a wave of positivity and the opportunities that always come with challenges. The team,

which has long worked with perseverance and dedication to the development of the

association, has fully grasped this spirit, giving life to new projects and new virtuous

dynamics, demonstrating great flexibility and openness to change.

With the launch of the Ambassadors program, one of the association's major project to

raise awareness of mental health among young people finally got under way after years

of preparation. Open dialogue with young people helps to reduce prejudices, ask

questions and find answers. Being based on sharing one's own story, the project

contributes to the ambassadors' recovery process, while having very positive effects

on young people. It is the enthusiastic feedback from young people that encourages 

 us to keep looking for new ideas and outlets for our activities.

The pandemic has taken a particular toll on young people and their everyday lives. In

its own small way, ZETA has transferred the creation and development of an inclusive

community into the virtual dimension, noting with pride how an attentive care for

relationships, even if virtual, has been able to create strong links between members

also offline, building support networks in complex times. 

A heartfelt thank you goes out to our active members and ambassadors, whose

tireless work has contributed substantially to reach great achievements and an

unexpected recognition: we were awarded the Swiss Democracy Prize in the civil

society category by the Neue Helvetische Gesellschaft. Building a solid network into

which ZETA Movement can fit is a constant but crucial task for the credibility and

effectiveness of our work. We are delighted to be able to continue working in this

direction, achieving the gratifying results you will read about in the following pages.

We are proud to work with a team that has been able to navigate challenges and

uncertainties with grace and enthusiasm, keeping its gaze fixed above the inevitable

difficulties, towards the vision of a more understanding and open generation that is at

the core of our work.

NAVIGATE UNCERTAINTY

D A M I A N  S T A E H L I  &  G I A D A  C R I V E L L I
Co-Presidents

20
21
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C O - P R E S I D E N T S '  S T A T E M E N T  



Health is a state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the absence of
disease or infirmity.
- World Health Organization (WHO)

ZETA Movement is an association that we like to define as 'created by young people for young people'. Founded in

2019, it set out to start the conversation about mental health, helping to abolish the prejudice and stigma surrounding

mental health. We decided to start with young people, who are our future and the generation that will build tomorrow's

society. 

Our concept brings together peer-to-peer experience through storytelling, information spreading and community

development to raise awareness about mental health but also to show that mental health disorders can represent

something very different than the end: the beginning of something different. 

The only one of its kind in Switzerland, the association is partly inspired by the Danish national campaign "One of Us"

and aims to operate in all cantons of all Swiss language regions.

W H Y  Z E T A  M O V E M E N T

S T R U C T U R E  O F  T H E  A S S O C I A T I O N
ZETA Movement is an association founded in October 2019 according to Art. 60ff ZGB with seat in Bern. The organs of

the association are the General Assembly and the executive Board. 

The General Assembly is made up of all the members of the association. 

The Executive Board is currently made up of 5 people, appointed by the General Assembly for one-year mandates.

Since 2019, it is led by two co-presidents. 
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YOUNG PEOPLE FOR CHANGE
W H O  W E  A R E



WORKING BEHIND THE SCENES
M E E T  T H E  T E A M
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Throughout the year, the five Board members work behind the scenes of the association, planning its development and

content. All members are occupied full-time in their studies and/or work. The work of the Board and of all persons

involved in the association is carried out in a voluntary capacity

Currently, the work of the Board is divided into macro-departments: events, finances, secretariat, marketing &

communication, plus the work of organising and coordinating specific projects, such as the Ambassadors program.  

From left to right: Robin Anna Vital (Head of Marketing & Communication), Emma Broggini (Secretariat &

Head of Events), Damian Stähli (Co-President), Giada Crivelli (Co-President), Sofia Nicoli (Head of Finances) 



In 2021, ZETA Movement has gathered a group of experts to assist the committee in making tough decisions and evaluating

projects. Thanks to these professional advisors, ZETA Movement's work acquires on the one hand valuable expertise, and on

the other hand, the Board has the possibility to ask for opinions from people it trusts and who are preceded by their reputation

as experts in the field of mental health. 

ZETA Movement hopes in the future to expand this group of professional advisors so that they can also come from other fields

such as legal, communication and more.

Stefanie Schmidt, Prof. Dr.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology at the University of Bern

supported the committee in shaping the ZETA Ambassadors for Mental Health Awareness

project in multiple ways.

Tazio Carlevaro, Dr. Med.
Former medical director of the Cantonal Socio-psychiatric Organization (OSC), Northern Ticino,

specialized in the treatment of anxiety disorders, obsessive compulsive disorders and

compulsive syndromes. Member of the Expert Group on Addictions of the Government of the

Canton Ticino, honorary president of the Swiss Italian Association for Depressive, Anxiety and

Obsessive Compulsive Disorders (ASI-ADOC), of the Committee of the Association Ancora of

Lugano, and honorary member of the Group Azzardo Ticino-Prevenzione, (GAT-P). 

Michele Mattia, Dr. Med.

Psychiatrist, psychotherapist and owner of a private practice in Ticino.

President of Asi-adoc (Swiss Italian Association for Anxiety, Depression and Obsessive

Compulsive Disorders). Lecturer at the University San Raffaele (Milan), member of the editorial

board of the Newsletter of the WACP (World Association of Cultural Psychiatry) and Co-founder

and Member of the Swiss Society for Anxiety and Depression (SSAD).

Christa Schwab
Operational Manager Health Promotion Canton of Lucerne.
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PROFESSIONALISM FOR EFFECTIVE
ACTIVITY
P R O F E S S I O N A L  A D V I S O R S



E V E N T S
Conferences, roundtables, workshops: al l  the
events organized and attended in 2021 by
ZETA Movement

events@zetamovement.com
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I ' M  N O T  W E L L  /  M Y  F R I E N D  I S
N O T  W E L L ,  0 4 . 0 5 . 2 1
Dr. Christina Paersch, from our partner organization Berner Bündnis gegen Depression

(Bernese Alliance against Depression - BBgD), spoke about the topic of getting help

when you or someone close to you is feeling mentally unwell. She  started with the

different feelings and how we express them. This part is an important component of the

school visits organised by BBgD, and is always discussed with the students. Every young

person should become more aware of their feelings. In addition, it is important for

everyone to know where and how to get help in case of psychological crises. However, it

is also important, in particular for young people, to know how to also distance themselves

from the situation, when a friend is suffering from mental distress. This is an important

aspect of the work done by ZETA Movement and during this webinar participants could

deepen their previously acquired knowledge on the subject. 

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  P S Y C H I A T R Y ,
2 5 . 0 5 . 2 1
Martin Gehrig, Head of Pedagogy and Care of the Child and Adolescent Psychiatry in the

Canton of Bern, gave a critical insight into the daily routine of psychiatry. He showed how

the child and adolescent psychiatry services in the canton of Bern are structured, what

difficulties currently exist and how he sees their future. Many webinar participants had no

previous experience with psychiatry and were thus able to better understand how things

work in a psychiatric institution. Some  participants were able to bring in their own

experiences to the discussion. We at ZETA Movement are convinced that broader

information about therapy opportunities and about the daily life in a clinic help to

destigmatize the topic. Mr. Gehrig has been the ideal person to do this and the feedback

was very positive throughout. 
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LEARNING FROM EXPERTS
C O N F E R E N C E S



C O R O N A  R O U N D T A B L E ,  1 0 . 0 3 . 2 1
Six people joined the first ever informal event organized by ZETA Movement open to

members of the association and to everyone interested. The discussion went on for a

couple of hours during which participants exchanged opinions, experiences as well as

tricks & tips on how to survive and thrive during the pandemic. 

M E E T  &  G R E E T ,  3 0 . 0 3 . 2 1
In order to get to know each other better, we hosted a meet & greet with twelve

participants and talked about our project and possible developments for the

association in the foreseeable future. 

How does the corona pandemic make me feel? Roundtable sharing and

caring in times of Covid19.

T R I V I A  N I G H T ,  1 5 . 0 4 . 2 1
We spent a night on zoom for a quiz game, people joined in teams from their homes

and participated with enthusiasm. Questions ranged from mental health and wellbeing

to a diversity of other fields. The event created a nice community feeling and people

were able to stay after the game for some chats and to check-in on other members.

This showed us that our informal events are building a community which goes beyond

ZETA Movement and creates strong personal relationships and important support

networks. 

Furthermore, some participants were friends of members and did not know ZETA

previous to the event. We had the chance to present the association to them and to

therefore reach new people. 

7

BUILDING A COMMUNITY
I N F O R M A L  E V E N T S



M E N T A L  H E A L T H  A N D  I ,  1 0 . 0 5 . 2 1

This event was extremely successful. People joined from different cantons and we split in

multiple breakoutrooms to create some smaller and more familiar environments. In each

breakout room participants have shared and listened to personal experiences. It was also a

great occasion to exchange tips & tricks on various topics related to mental health, e.g.

how to offer help to close ones.  

S H A R I N G  &  C A R I N G ,  
2 1 . 1 0 . 2 1  &  2 9 . 1 1 . 2 1
12 people participated in the first evening, and 15 to the second one. Sharing and caring

events were requested by many of our members and every time the discussions go on for

hours. These occasions create a place for people to get to know each other by talking

about anything they like. But it is also a safe space to share personal stories, exchange

advices and check in on others. Sharing & Caring events build, we can say, the core of our

informal events and of our community. 

What is your relationship to mental health? Listening and
sharing time. 

T R I V I A  N I G H T ,  1 5 . 1 2 . 2 1
The evening of the second trivia event was a time of light-heartedness and laughter. This

time in a smaller group of people, we had fun answering the quiz questions. It was nice to

be able to share a moment with members of the association and interested people again,

in a informal and relaxed setting.

8



G L O B A L  C H A N G E M A K E S ,  1 1 . 0 8 . 2 1  

ZETA Movement was invited to host a workshop at the Virtual Youth Summit 2021

organized by Global Changemakers. Our Head of Communication, Robin Anna Vital, held a

presentation for about 50 participants from all around the world on the topic of Social

Media and Self-Care for Changemakers. She introduced the participants to the topic by

explaining the importance of mental health and current stigma around it. The focus was

then on social media and especially LinkedIn and its impact on mental health and how one

can distance oneself from all the apparent success and beauty shown and showed off on

social media.

P S K Y O
From 22.10.21 to 24.10.2021, four ZETA Movement’s active members had the chance to

participate in Psyko. Psyko is a 3-days conference for psychology students from all over

Switzerland. We listened to several very interesting talks and got to know some other

students and we finally met some other ZETA Movement’s active members! On Sunday,

we presented our association and organised an info table. We talked with a lot of our fellow

students about the importance of breaking stigma surrounding mental health and all the

different projects ZETA Movement leads. It was a very full and enlightening weekend!

Chloé Gschwind, active member ZETA Movement

Virtual Youth Summit 2021: Well-Being Session

Social Media and Self-Care for Changemakers 
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ZETA AROUND SWITZERLAND AND
THE WORLD
T H I R D  P A R T I E S '  E V E N T S



S P O R T S Y M P O S I U M ,  3 0 . 1 1 . 2 1
The organisers of the Sports Symposium gave me space to talk about my experience

regarding the unexpected interruption of a career in elite sports and the consequences on

mental health. I'm a former professional skier of the Swiss national alpine ski team, student

of psychology and representative of ZETA Movement. I was able to open up to the

audience by exposing my weaknesses and difficulties in dealing with my post-career life,

also explaining the importance of greater support and listening skills from sports

associations in order to facilitate the recovery and promote psychological well-being. My

objective was to show that even high-level athletes can have difficulties, that it is right to be

able to express them without being judged and that it is equally important that they are

taken seriously and listened to. Elite athletes can also contribute to stop the stigma

regarding mental health in competitive sports.

Beatrice Scalvedi, ZETA Movement member 

U N I C E F  -  Z  Z U R I C H  F O U N D A T I O N ,
2 3 . 1 1 . 2 1  
Two ZETA Movement Ambassadors were invited to an event hosted by UNICEF

Switzerland & Liechtenstein in cooperation with the Z Zurich Foundation. The main purpose

of the event was to present the newly published study by UNICEF on mental health among

children and adolescents in Switzerland. Our Ambassadors presented their own story with

mental health, shared their experiences and answered questions. The high-quality panel of

experts and other mental health professionals reached out to ZETA Movement after the

event applauding our Ambassadors and our project for their honesty and our

professionalism. 
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A M B A S S A D O R S
P R O G R A M
The biggest project by ZETA Movement
launched in 2021

ambassadors@zetamovement.com
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The Ambassadors program is based on a tool that is as old as it is effective: storytelling. Through the narration of their

own experiences which, precisely because they are personal, acquire strength and truthfulness, ambassadors enable

several fundamental processes to be activated.  

First of all, the personal narration of one's own experiences related to mental health puts the listeners in a position to feel

empathy, to put themselves in the shoes of the other person and to better understand life situations that may be far from

their own. Secondly, as the ambassadors are in an advanced state of recovery, what they convey is one of the

fundamental messages of the ZETA Movement 'You are not alone'. In other words, it conveys the awareness that even in

the many difficulties that everyone goes through in their own journey, others have gone through similar moments, there

are many ways to find help, there is always a chance to find an outstretched hand.

The peer-to-peer aspect, i.e. sharing among peers, eliminates fears and prejudices given by the adult and professional

figure who "teaches" something. That figure is of course crucial, which is why our ambassadors are accompanied by a

mental health professional during their visits, however, the perception of judgement is less and the possibility to

empathise is greater in peer-to-peer narration.  

Finally, the recounting of personal experience is a form of empowerment for the ambassadors in their own recovery

pathway and enables them to recognise once more that they own their (powerful) story.

The ambassadors project needs a fundamental premise: a safe space. A safe space that has to be built each time with

each audience, a space in which prejudice is broken down and the conditions are created to start the conversation

through sharing and dialogue. 

Tell the story of the mountain you climbed.
Your words could become a page in someone
else’s survival guide.
- Morgan Harper Nichols 12

SHARING PATHS TO CLIMB
MOUNTAINS
T H E  A M B A S S A D O R  P R O G R A M  I N  B R I E F



The first generation of ambassadors was trained on February 13, 2021. Seven interested applicants took part in the

workshop in which Professor Dr. Stefanie Schmidt, an expert in child and adolescent psychology from the University of

Bern, gave a lecture. She presented best practices on how to talk about mental health and how ambassadors can learn

to distance themselves during their activities and school visits. There are also details that should not be disclosed to other

young people under any circumstances during the activity. The ambassadors learn techniques on how to avoid such

topics while continuously showing an open attitude. In addition, the ambassadors get to know the association and its

history and values better in order to be able to represent ZETA Movement around the country.

Later in 2021, new ZETA Movement ambassadors participated in the second training workshop on September 7, 2021.

Once again, Prof. Dr. Stefanie Schmidt took over the technical part. Furthermore, the training was completed by a short

workshop by ZETA's Head of Events on the topic of storytelling, based on the knowledge she acquired in an extensive

course on Storytelling organized by the Swiss Study Foundation and Swissnex San Francisco. This gave the

ambassadors the necessary tools to complete their presentations and allowed them to acquire confidence in their

presentation skills. A total of nine applicants from the German and Italian-speaking regions of Switzerland took part in the

second workshop. This increases the diversity in background as well as in experience of the association's ambassadors. 

To have access to the workshop, applicants had to submit a letter of motivation in which they reflected on their own

experiences with mental health issues. A basic requirement is that each candidate find themselves in an advanced stage

of recovery and that ambassadors present the Board with a medical certificate attesting their suitability for the project. In

addition, the Board also conducted one-on-one interviews with each applicant to get to know the future ambassadors

better. Applicant's profile are also evaluated by the professional advisors. 

The second Ambassador workshop has constituted a great opportunity to expand the reach of the association. The goal

was for each ambassador to make at least one visit in the Fall semester of 2021 and this was possible for almost all

ambassadors. It is a pleasure to see that the overwhelming majority of schools and other youth-related environments

responded positively to our project proposal and welcomed us. 

THE SECOND AMBASSADORS WORKSHOP
SUCCESFULLY COMPLETELED THE PILOT PHASE
- Damian Stähli, co-president 13

TRAINING YOUNG PEERS
A M B A S S A D O R S  W O R K S H O P



Ambassadors
Our 18 trained ambassadors discussed the following topics during the visits and engagements they undertook in 2021:

anorexia, anxiety disorder, bipolar disorder, BPD, bulimia, depression, OCD, phobias, psychoses, PTSD. Here some

further information on the trained ambassadors: 

Female

14

Male

4

Eating disorders

27.8%

Depression

22.2%

OCD

16.7%

Borderline

11.1%

Anxiety

5.6%

Bipolar disorder

5.6%

PTSD

5.6%

DID

5.6%

German

11

Italian

7

14

THE POWER OF STORYTELLING
A M B A S S A D O R S  V I S I T



Visits
Our ambassadors carry out visits and activities in all environments that are close to

young people such as schools, youth centres, sports associations and scout groups. 

Since February 2021 ZETA Movement conducted 40 visits, distributed on the national

territory as follows 

BE

21TI

15

SO

3

ZH

1

Feedback
We collected an overall positive feedback on our activities from all the schools visits and

activities that we conducted. In order to better orientate future project development, we

collect both qualitative and quantitative feedback from participants in our activities.

Students largely agree that mental health is still a taboo in our society, that it is a topic

surrounded by many prejudices and that young people are not well informed about it.  

15

I think it's beautiful how, at the end of
the day, any shared hardship makes us feel
less alone.
- student, 2021

The activity is very interesting; I saw
interest in the class. To be offered
regularly in every upper-secondary school.
- teacher, 2021



Somewhat agree

52.6%

Strongly agree

39.9%

Strongly disagree

7.4%

Young people are not aware enough about the topic of mental health

Strongly agree

70%

Somewhat agree

28.2%

Strongly disagree

1.9%

Around mental health there are many prejudices

16

Somewhat agree

52.3%

Strongly agree

42.1%

Strongly disagree

5.6%

Talking about mental health is taboo in our society



When it comes to talking about mental health issues survey results are promising, with

the majority of students reporting that they would likely talk about it with those close to

them and with a professional. 

More detailed analyses on the feedback results will be conducted on a bigger sample in

the coming years. 

If I had an issue related to mental health, I would talk about it with

those close to me

Somewhat

agree

55.4%

Strongly

disagree

25.1%

Strongly

agree

19.5%

If I had a mental health issue, I would talk to a professional about it

17
Somewhat

agree

53.6%

Strongly

disagree

30.3%

Strongly

agree

16.1%
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N E T W O R K I N G
Creating strong networks for the
development of a more aware society



Networking and building long-term cooperation with other associations was one of the

most central points of development in 2021. The goal is to establish sustainable

partnerships in the different language regions. In this way, we aim at broadening our

reach and ensure the long-term existence of the association. Especially as a small

association working on a voluntary basis, such cooperations are enormously

important.

However, the strength of the network we are creating lies not only in the number of our

partners, consultants and supporters, but above all in a communion of intentions on

which to develop lasting relationships, capable of collaborating on different fronts

towards common goals, each bringing their own skills and tools. 

From this point of view, the set of organisations and people surrounding ZETA

Movement is made up of elements that differ in terms of skills, content and formal

structures. This diversity creates the fundamental prerequisites for all actors involved to

have the necessary space both to develop individually and to build together. 

We say that in diversity lies our richness, this is true not only in the personal stories

within the Ambassadors program but also in the creation of collaborations on the

ground, where diversity means space for complementarity.

The cooperation with Global Changemakers, which has existed ever since the

foundation of ZETA Movement, could be further strengthened in the past year. We

were also given the opportunity to speak about mental health at the international virtual

summit. We furthermore continued to work closely with the Faculty of Psychology of

the University of Bern, which contributes in a fundamental way in shaping our contents

and programs. These two cooperations, upon which we are constantly building, are

examples of the variety and diversity of our partners. Global Changemakers offers us

an international platform, in terms of visibility but also and above all in terms of

perspectives, by providing a network of young leaders who look at the world and its

complexities from different places (including geographically). On the other hand, the

Faculty of Psychology at the University of Bern allows us to refine our projects and our

work by supporting it with scientific knowledge.

In the Bernese Alliance against Depression we found a partner to conduct school visits

in the canton of Bern with. We provide them with ambassadors and they provide us

with professionals that accompany them during the visit. Furthermore, we were able to

start a partnership with the Child and Adolescent Psychiatry of the Canton of Bern

(UPD). Both of these actors are crucial, they facilitate the access of our approach in

environments that are related to young people and they do so by supporting our work

and embedding it in a broader concept from which we can learn and to which we can

simultaneously contribute. 19

WEAVING NETWORKS
B U I L D I N G  S T R O N G  R E L A T I O N S H I P S



We were also able to establish an important cooperation with the Pro Mente Sana

Foundation. This created the possibility for members of ZETA Movement to attend

ensa courses at a reduced price. The board supports the philosophy of these first aid

courses for mental health and recommends them to all its members. The Pro Mente

Sana Foundation enabled ZETA Movement to present itself in livestreams and

conferences and provided access to the "Wie geht's dir? " campaign. The goal is for

ZETA Movement to be officially involved in the campaign. Furthermore, a member of

the association participated as a speaker at the Sports Symposium of Pro Mente Sana

in collaboration with BSC Young Boys. The collaboration with Pro Mente Sana, a

leader in the field of mental health in Switzerland, thus extends to different areas of our

work, allowing us to actively contribute to specific campaigns and offering us the

valuable opportunity to participate in educational events. 

ZETA Movement also became a partner of the #unbeschränkt campaign. The aim is to

show that people with an impairment or mental illness can also lead a high-quality life.

Two members of ZETA Movement were portrayed on the #unbeschränkt page. 

Thanks to a public event held online on October 6, ZETA Movement was launched in

Ticino too. Since then, the network in Ticino grew, and the association has now good

contacts with the main organisations in the canton as well as with a number of small

and medium-sized foundations and associations and with schools and other

environments close to the youth.

In the French-speaking region of Switzerland we just laid the first foundations for future

cooperation and partnerships. Between October 27 and October 29 a board member

and two active members met some organizations working in the field in Lausanne, and

the contact continued afterwards through online meetings with actors from the canton

of Vaud and the canton of Geneva. The next challenge for the association in the region

is to find ambassadors and create a wider network. For this, an ad hoc working group

- Working group Suisse Romande - has recently been created. 

Finally, ZETA Movement is working with Marylin Moggi, a dance teacher, with whom

we propose workshops on movement and emotions within a project called

"DanzarMente", combining two fundamental components of our being, our body and

our mind, in search of a balance that can bring well-being.

20



PIECES OF A BIGGER
PUZZLE
S P O N S O R S  &  P A R T N E R S

M A I N  S P O N S O R

P A R T N E R S *

21*In alphabetical order



C O M M U N I C A T I O N
Init iating conversations through all  available
means

communicat ion@zetamovement.com

@ZETA.MOVEMENT @ZETAMOVEMENT @ZETA MOVEMENT



C O M M U N I C A T I O N  O V E R V I E W  

External communication of ZETA Movement is focused on mental health awareness, our own project and events as well as

those of our partners. We furthermore share encouragements, verified information and helpful contacts will our online

community. 

In 2021, ZETA Movement was asked to participate in different formats such as radio interviews, television interviews and

newspaper articles. 

Z E T A  M O V E M E N T  I N  M E D I A

TeleBärn 07.01.2021

RSI La1 02.11.2021

RSI La2 06.10.2021

L'Osservatore 16.09.2021

Swissinfo 16.09.2021

Rivista 3 Valli 16.09.2021

Berner Zeitung 07.09.2021

20 Minuten 11.03.2021

Ticino7 16.01.2021

Rete Tre 01.10.2021

Radio Stadtfilter 16.09.2021

SRF Virus 23.03.2021

Sti giovani d'oggi 14.02.2021 23



I N S T A G R A M
Our posts, which are about upcoming events, announcements or campaigns, are posted in four

languages. In our stories we share general 'affirmation' posts that include small motivational

quotes, tips and tricks, poems, usually in English, or events and announcements from partner

organisations. 

A noteworthy campaign was the #zetavoices campaign in the first half of 2021 in which ZETA

members, anonimously, shared their story, their thoughts or their opinion on mental health issues

in four languages. 

Our main social media channel 

F A C E B O O K  &  L I N K E D I N
Our posts and certain stories which are shared on Instagram are shared on Facebook as well.

Linkedin is a more professional environment and thus used for special announcements and to

share planned events. Apart from sharing our own content, we regularly share news articles or

posts from (partner) mental health organizations and associations.

None of our content is paid or sponsored to gain a wider reach.

REACHING OUT TO YOUNG PEOPLE
S O C I A L  M E D I A

24
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Instagram 

Facebook 
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Women

78%

Men

22%
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S O C I A L  M E D I A  I N  N U M B E R S

F O L L O W E R S  /  P A G E  L I K E S

I N S T A G R A M  A G E  D I S T R I B U T I O N
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Zeta Movement vuole contribuire a
destigmatizzare un tema che fa paura: se

qualcosa non va nella mia testa sono
matto? No: succede, non solo a te, e si può
fare qualcosa. La salute non è l’assenza di
malattia, ma lo stare il meglio possibile

nelle condizioni in cui si vive.
- Ticino 7, 16.01.21

Bald wird sie für ZETA Movement Schulbesuche
machen und über ihre persönlichen
Erfahrungen sprechen. "Ich möchte, dass es
gar nicht so weit kommt wie bei mir – bis zu
Suizidgedanken und Suizidversuchen. Und
dass die Jugendlichen wissen, dass sie
niederschwellig Hilfe bekommen koennen",
sagt sie.
- Berner Zeitung 07.09.21, Ambassador Chantal Ruchti

WRITING ABOUT ZETA
P R E S S  R E V I E W



On September 15, Democracy Day, we were awarded

with the Swiss Democracy Award in the Civil Society

category. 

This award has acquired great significance for us and for

the whole community: it represented a recognition that

wellbeing is made up of many factors, including mental

hea, and in which the functioning of society and

democracy also depends on the well-being of its smallest

components: each and every one of us.
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SERVING YOUNG PEOPLE EVEN IN
DIFFICULT TIMES
A C H I E V E M E N T  

volunteers, with creativity,
commitment and diversity of
ideas to improve the quality of

everyday life despite the Covid-19
pandemic, especially for

vulnerable groups and people
- Neue helvetische gesellschaft

civil society category, swiss democracy award 



F I N A N C E S
2021 Financial Report

f inance@zetamovement.com
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Since 2021 ZETA Movement is tax-exempted, which also allowed the association to move from its

zetamovement@gmail account to the creation of several email accounts (info@zetamovement.com,

events@zetamovement.com, ambassadors@zetamovement.com, finance@zetamovement.com,

communication@zetamovement.com) thanks to the Google space for nonprofits program. 

This has increased the image of professionalism that the association conveys to the outside world and has been an

important milestone in the development of the association. 

ANOTHER STEP FORWARD
C O M M U N I C A T I O N  A N D  F I N A N C E  N O T E
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

ZETA Movement had the honor to win the fourth Swiss democracy award 2020/21 in the category Civil Society. This

victory was not only an important recognition of the association's hard work in raising awareness of the issue of mental

health, but also an influential financial aid that will enable the initiation and support of several projects.

The association is very proud to have garnered support from everyone, and is especially thankful to  the growing number

of members who wanted to be part of the movement while also sustaining its work financially (11%). This achievement

brings ZETA Movement closer to the goal of creating a community  which is ready and able to speak about mental

health, fighting the tabus around it. In late 2021, the association also chose to invest in the online shop (tote bags, t-

shirts) and the response was positive. 

ZETA Movement is growing and for this reason it is actively working to secure sponsorships that can ensure financial

stability in the long term and thus sustainability to the various projects in the pipeline. Last year in fact, official

sponsorships represented the major revenue of the association (37%). ZETA Movement  is also proud to report a year of

solid support from its donors (35%): They enabled the organization of short-term activities and events, while helping to

develop long-term projects with generous financial contributions.
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R EV ENUES

Shop 1%
Membership contributions 11%

Other income  (Democracy Award) 16%

Funding received (private/public donations) 35%

Sponsorship 37% 

ZETA Movement presents its first official financial report for the year 2021. As we look ahead towards growth and

expansion all over Switzerland, we remain committed to our main goals, ensuring sustainability in the long run and a safe

environment for our community to grow.

F INANCE  OVE RV I EW
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Board 5.9%

Marketing 34.7%

Domain, Visual & Branding 11.9%
Ambassador Program 28.7%

Admin 7.9%

Events 10.9%

In 2021, ZETA Movement primarily invested in marketing (34.7%). These expenses relate in particular to a big order of

gadgets for our new online shop and material to be distributed during events, meetings, and networking to adequately

present the association in Switzerland. ZETA Movement further spent 28.7% of its resources to develop its main project

with the ambassadors and therefore sensitise about the topic of mental health among young people.

The admin expenses (7.9%) refer mostly to bank service charges, printing and shipping costs of admin documents and

lastly the tax exemption process. Furthermore, domain, visual and branding costs (11.9%) relate especially to the design

of the t-shirts as well as expenses for the website and some licenses entirely used by the association (e.g. Zoom).

Board members played an essential role over the past year, presenting the association all over Switzerland through

participation at events, interviews, networking and accompanying ambassadors during their activities. The association

has borne the travel costs (almost exclusively by public transport), this amount corresponds to 5.9% of the total

expenses.

Due to the pandemic, the association's activities remained numerous and diversifies, but their modality moved online

therefore significantly lowering the correlated expenses (10.9%). Visits to schools and in-person meetings also

decreased, thus saving the association money in comparison to the budgeted amount. 

E X P ENSES
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BALANCE SHEET

FINANCE NOTE

ASSETS Assets have nearly quadrupled thanks to the consolidated support of private and public

donors, as well as our member community and the investments in newly designed gadgets

for our shop (tote bags and t-shirts). Financial management is therefore stable compared to

the expectations.

LIABILITIES The short-term third party capital has increased: all invoices for 2020 have been paid. Some

provisions have been allocated for the organization of future events, such as a launch event

of the association in the French-speaking region of Switzerland. This sum is booked under

the long-term third party capital.

OVERALL The financial year closes with a positive result of CHF 1'542.28. Compared to the allocation

of almost CHF 14'000 for the activities planned in 2022, this is a very good result. The

positive balance is due to the active engagement in fundraising and the precious

development of relationships and partnerships as well as the lower activity expenses due to

Covid-19.
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PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT IN CHF
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S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
Seeking best practice in respecting those who
work with and for us, as well as the environment
around us



S U S T A I N A B L E  C O N D U C T
All our members and ambassadors are required to sign a Code of Conduct (CoC) when joining

the association. The CoC includes element that are linked both to social and environmental

sustainability. Members and ambassadors commit to contribute in keeping the ecological

impact of the association as low as possible and they further commit to respect zero

discrimination and zero violence policies. In particular, the association does not tolerate any

form of discrimination such as, but not limited to, racism, xenophobia and homophobia. Its

members are  also required to refrain from any kind of discrimination on the basis of origin,

race, gender, sexuality and physical or psychological impairment. No one may be injured in his

or her integrity and in this framework we clearly distance ourselves from sexism and sexual

harassment.  

S O C I A L  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
ZETA Movement promotes inclusive policies, in particular it develops its projects around the

people directly affected by mental health issues, therefore empowering them, highlighting the

importance of their involvement in society and reducing prejudices around mental health issues

and the consequent marginalisation of affected people. This was also recognized by the Neue

Helvetische Gesellschaft which attributed us the Swiss Democracy prize. Furthermore, we

established partnerships with private, public and institutional actors working in the field of

mental health and beyond to create a solid network working towards inclusion. 

E N V I R O N M E N T A L  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y
All volunteers working for ZETA Movement are asked to commit to reduce their environmental

impact by, among others, using public transports whenever possible.

The products sold on our store are made of 100% biological cotton, printed in Switzerland or

Germany by firms that ensure that fair wages were paid throughout the supply chain. Our pens

are entirely made of recycled material.

WE ARE THE GENERATION THAT
SHAPES OUR TOMORROW
S U S T A I N A B L E  P R A C T I C E S
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Target 3.4: By 2030, reduce by one third premature mortality from non-

communicable diseases through prevention and treatment and promote

mental health and well-being

ZETA Movement contributes mainly to the achievement of SDG 3 by

promoting mental health and well-being with a 360° perspective. 

Target 4.7: By 2030, ensure that all learners acquire the knowledge and

skills needed to promote sustainable development, including, among

others, through education for sustainable development and sustainable

lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace

and non-violence, global citizenship and appreciation of cultural diversity

and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development.

The association engages in education in various forms throughout its

activities and projects. 

Social Media communication is particularly targeted at sharing formal and

informal tips and information on sustainable lifestyles and wellbeing. 

ZETA Movement is furthered promoting education in this sense by

organising training workshops for its ambassadors  and conferences by

experts on mental health. Finally, partnerships  like the one ZETA has with

Pro Mente Sana play a huge role in contributing to sustainable

development by encouraging  and promoting education and trainings in

the field of mental health (see the discount on ensa courses).

ZETA Movement is completely aware to be part of an interconnected world and that its work is embedded, among others, in

a broad collective effort to carry today's society into the future through sustainable development. It therefore pays particular

attention to the various ways in which it can contribute to the achievement of the SDGs. 

SUSTAINABILITY IN CONTEXT
S U S T A I N A B I L E  D E V E L O P M E N T  G O A L S  ( S D G S )
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Target 5.5: Ensure women’s full and effective participation and

equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in

political, economic and public life

ZETA Movement promotes the role of women within the association

at all decision-making levels. At the present time 4/5 members of the

board are female and women constitute more than 90% of the active

ambassadors force. However, we acknowledge that the stigma on

mental health might affect men disproportionally, which is why we are

committed to ensure male participation in our projects and in the 

 future development of the association. 

Target 10.2: By 2030, empower and promote the social,

economic and political inclusion of all, irrespective of age, sex,

disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other

status

Target 10.3: Ensure equal opportunity and reduce inequalities of

outcome, including by eliminating discriminatory laws, policies and

practices and promoting appropriate legislation, policies and

action in this regard

ZETA Movement takes SDG 10 in great consideration as it aims at

promoting the involvement and engagement of people affected by

mental health issues in society as well as at sensitising the public on

mental health in general, in order to create a society that is more

inclusive and less discriminatory. To achieve this, we operate at

various levels, from communication on social media and mass media

to cooperation with public institutions. 
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READY FOR THE NEXT STEPS
O U T L O O K  2 0 2 2

ZETA Movement is ready to develop on multiple fronts and intends to do so

immediately, using the successes of 2021 as a crucial starting point. We will work in

parallel on several levels, on the one hand strengthening and expanding our network in

terms of collaborations, on the other hand developing projects and activities to attract

the attention and interest of those who work closely with young people. We will also

focus our efforts on extending our reach to other cantons in Switzerland, while

respecting the resources at our disposal. 

Building on what we have created so far and confident that we can continue to create in

a new post-pandemic normality, we will keep working towards greater dialogue by

creating safe spaces whenever we will be given the opportunity to do so. .
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